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SOMETHING TO BE
THANKFUL FOR
There will be no issue of the
Weekly on Friday, November 28.
Like the rest of the COP stu
dent body, the Weekly staff will
use the two Thanksgiving holi
day periods to crawl off and rest
their tired minds and bodies for
the pre-Christmas mid-term rush.
Expect the next issue on De
cember 5.

BATTEN IS FIRST CHOICE ON
WEST TEAM FOR SHRINE GAME
By ESTI

to accept this season's bid, but
the first in Shrine game history
to have been a beneficiary of
children's hospital game fund.
In 1932, with a leg badly crip
pled by polio, Batten was a pa
tient at the Shrine Hospital. The
money derived from the football
game helped him to make a com
plete recovery and become, in the
San Francisco Chronicle's words,
"the husky football player of to
day."
A senior from Dos Palos, Bat
Heikki Waris, Professor of So ten played on the 1949 team, then
cial Policy in the Department of went into the Marine Corps where
Social Sciences at the University he saw front line duty in Korea in
of Helsinki, Finland, will be the 1950. Returning late in the sum
speaker at the next President's mer of 1951 he again took up foot
Convocation, Thursday, December ball.
Shrine officials have kept close
4.
watch
on Batten since the Texas
Mr. Waris received his M. A.
degree at the University of Hel Tech game, when he became a
sinki in 1922, and his Ph.D. there regular offensive tackle. West
in 1932. He was an instructor and coaches Howie Odell of Washing
professor at the School of Social ton, Chuck Taylor of Stanford,
Sciences in Helsinki during 1936- and Julie Sikes of Kansas long
1948, and Chairman of the De prophesied he would receive the
partment of Social Work from bid if he kept up his regular
1942 to 1948. He has been the Pro brand of playing.
fessor of Social Policy at the Uni UPSET PLANS
versity of Helsinki since 1948.
Although planning to be mar
The Rockefeller Foundation
ried to Barbara Bliss, West Hall
Fellowship
scholarship w a s
junior, on November 30, the day
awarded him in 1934 to 1935 for
following the COP - Marquette
sociology, mainly at the Univer
game, he has had to make drastic
sity of Chicago and at the London
changes in plans. Instead, he must
School of Economics, and he re
fly to New York to appear on
ceived the same scholarship for
television host Ed Sullivan's
research in industrial relations in
"Toast of the Town" with Col
the United States for 1952-1953.
lier magazine's Ail-American foot
ball selections. Not a Collier
choice, he is appearing on behalf
of the Shriners.
December 1 will find him
scheduled for other TV appear
ances and press conferences, then
back to San Francisco to board a
plane for Hawaii to join the COP
team for their December 5 game.
East and West teams will find
less time for game preparation
this year since colleges close at
such a late date for the Christmas
Holidays this year.
Only one other Shrine Hospital
patient beside Batten has played
football — Dick Boyd, an end
for San Francisco State this year.
Batten will" be the first ex-patient
to receive a football bid.

COP tackle Dick Batten has ac
cepted the nomination to play for
the West team at the annual EastWest Shrine classic held in Kezar
Stadium on New Year's Day.
Announced at the Football
Writers luncheon in San Fran
cisco last Monday, Batten becomes
not only the first football player

Professor From Finland
Convocation Guest
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'Escape' - - Drama With
Psychological Twist
Is Theatre's Second
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Sharon Kelly, Junior Transfer Student
From San Diego, Is Belle Of Archania
By ESTI

"Escape," a psychological twist
drama by John Galsworthy, which
As the Archania Men's Glee Club serenaded her with their
opens its run as the second Paci sweetheart song, Sharon Kelly, a pledge to Epsilon Lambda Sigma,
fic Theatre production of the 1952
season on December 4, will pro stepped up to receive a white carnation crown and a bouquet of
vide a change of pace after the long-stem red roses -— her badges of office as the 17th Belle of
light comedy of the first play of Archania.
the season.
A third generation COP student, as well as a third generation
Using a very large cast, of
Epsilon
pledge, Sharon is nevertheless a recent transfer from
which only one reappears consis
San
Diego
State. Continuing her physical education major as a
tently throughout the eleven
scenes, "Escape" tells the story junior at Pacific, she is planning to receive a special secondary
of a convict's escape from prison credential and teach recreation^
and the psychological impact of upon her graduation from college.
his meetings with several differ
ent persons. Mr. Galsworthy uses Fulfilling a long-time wish in
the background of a cold, grey her enrollment at COP, Sharon is
English moor to increase the at already active in student life. She
mosphere of futility as the con is most familiar in her task as
vict struggles to escape without
song leader at the football games,
involving anyone else.
Bill Sibley, who had the lead but she is also a member of West
in the "Bishop Misbehaves," Hall's House council, the rally
again finds the principal role committee, and WRA. She was
falling to him. As Matt Den- chairman of West Hall's home
ant who, unlike the confident
coming float.
Bishop, wrestles with his con
science through the whole play, During her lower classman
Mr. Sibley plays the part of an years at San Diego, she was a
English gentleman who accident- member of the WRA and was
ly kills a man and is sent to
freshman and sophomore repre
prison. Though a fugitive, he can't
forget the higher principles of his sentative to the student body
class in spite of his need for pres council.
ervation.
Along with her flowers and her
Other members of the cast and presentation to the assembled
the characters they portray, in
pledges and sorority members,
order of appearance are as fol
Sharon
was led to a draped
lows: Frances Pini, girl; Rudy
Solari, plain clothes man; Jack throne, lent by the drama de
Mansfield, policeman; Art Dull, partment for the occasion, to
first warder; Chuck Hinkle, sec receive an engraved golden medal
ond warder; Jim Lane, shopkeep
lion and to be photographed for
er; Donna Gebhart, his wife;
George Felker, the captain; Do the Weekly and Naranjado. Her
name has been placed in proper
lores Joy, the girl;
Ted Smalley, man in plus fours; sequence on a special Belle's bell.
Dorothy Blais, his wife; Marshall During the semester the mem
Breeden, constable; Rudy Solari, bers of Alpha Kappa Phi will
the fox hunter; Dick Merrifield, serenade her at her sorority and
laborer one; Bill Primrose, labor at West Hall. Her parents, who
er two; Ray Fry, farmer; Bar reside in San Diego are doubly
bara Hoffman, his daughter; Vir proud of her honor, for her moth
ginia Quessenbery, first maiden er was a member of Epsilon and
Sharon Kelly, Archania's 17 th Belle
(Continued on Page 2)
her father is an Archite alum.
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OF MIKES AND MEN
By JEANNE HARDIE
As of today the campus station ren" and the Western Farm and
KCVN has been operating one Family Show.
month . .. which adds up to hours
KPIX has a typical west-coast
and hours of mad hectic work. Of TV setup, beautiful new modern
course the engineers, JERRY BO building, and was thriving with
GLE, KEITH BAKER, and JIM activity. KSFO, on the third
LEHMANN can relax a little floor, was impressive with their
now that the preliminary work of library of 25,000 records and ETs.
repairing amplifiers is reduced. One thing though . . . our station
No more visits into "restricted KCVN has larger and better
areas" of dorms and sororities to equipped radio studios . . . have
their great disappointment. How to put in a plug.
ever if 660 isn't booming in on
Alpha Epsilon Rho, the honor
your radio, let them know . .
ary radio fraternity is holding a
they'll be only too happy to in
shindig tonight. Starting with
vestigate the problem.
bowling at the El Dorado Bowl,
If any of you have been won
the party will progress to the
dering about the parade of stu
home of John Crabbe for eats
dents crowding into the confer
and dancing.
ence room off the End Zone every
The sports crew is getting all
Wednesday noon, it's the radio
excited
about broadcasting remote
staff. And believe it or not, the
crew is served with a smile in the shows from our away basketball
games. Of course uppermost in
outer region of the End Zone.
Monday, November 10, was a their minds is service to you stubig day for the TV class. Taking 'dents . . . but Reno and other
off at noon from Radio Pacific, away trips might also hold some
they invaded San Francisco and attraction.
The "pat on the back" this week
station KPIX. First was the Del
Courtney Show . . . (seem's some goes to our man JERRY BOGLE.
of his talent failed to show up so He did most of the slave work on
he wandered out into the street, the electrical side of putting the
cameras and all, to interview men station on the air ... he announ
repairing Van Ness, something ces for no less than four shows
new every minute on TV. Del besides doing regular boardshifts
Courtney by the way is an ex- and newscasts . . . and is master
COPer ... a Rhizite, he proudly of ceremonies for Coffee Time.
informed us. Then came the
And speaking of Coffee Time,
Clamer Council Show, Ladies Day tune in to 660 on your radio dial
with Lee, Captain Fortune, Toy- Tuesday night at 9:00 .
land Party, (staring Corine from YOU may win a record or a pass
the City of Paris, with just "ador to the Stockton Theater.
able toys for you darling child
This is Radio Pacific.

'53 NARANJADO
ON SALE NOW!
PSA
10-2

OFFICE

•

DAILY

The Mother Lode Chapter of
the Sierra Club, an organization
devoted to the protection of the
Sierra Nevada and other scenic
resources of the United States,
held its annual dinner meeting
in Stockton last Friday.
This club, founded in 1892, is
active in movements to establish
both state and national parks and
it encourages legislation to pre
serve natural resources.
The Sierra Club maintains
lodges for the benefit of campers
and skiers, and each year con
ducts summer outings into the
High Sierra. The club is inter
ested in skiing, mountaineering,
and camping. Rock-climbing prac
tice is offered under the guidance
of skilled leaders.
At the library of the Sierra
Club headquarters in San Fran
cisco are books, photographs, and
maps on subjects with which the
club is concerned. Available for
use by schools and organizations
are motion pictures and slides
on natural science studies, con
servation, and mountain recrea
tion.
A monthly publication, the Sier
ra Club Bulletin, is issued to club
members. One issue each year is
in magazine form and contains
articles relating to the Sierra
Nevada and other mountain ran
ges. The other issues tell of pres
ent conservation problems.
The club, which was first head
ed by John Muir, has 7,000 mem
bers. An informative leaflet about
the Sierra Club states: "Those
who appreciate the mountains,
the forests, and the influence
they have, both as centers of rec
reation and as founts of inspira
tion, are welcome to become mem
bers of the Sierra Club." Anyone
interested in joining this club may
obtain information by calling
Mrs. Bert Swenson at 2-2271.

By ELEANOR NORTON

Traveling is not exactly a new experience to Miss Virginia
Short who is presently in Europe on leave from her teaching f o r
a year of study and travel.
Miss Short, who teaches music both at College of Pacific an
at Stockton College, is something of a globetrotter. In addition
to seeing much of her own native land, Canada and Mexico as wel
as Hawaii, New Zealand and Australia, this is her third trip
to Europe.
• Leaving in June, she and her
ff
companions spent most of the
ESCAPE
summer in Scandinavia where
they were fortunate in being
(Continued from page 1)
houseguests of friends in Sweden
lady; Ray Salisbury, second maid and in Denmark. Miss Short
en lady; Gene McCabe, parson; writes that it is in such contacts
and James Ritchey, bellringer.
that one understands more com
Those working on the crew are pletely the life of the people of
Fred Hitchinson, stage manager; other lands. One of her interest
Jack Mansfield, assistant stage ing experiences was that of being
manager; Art Dull, electrician; interviewed and photographed by
Barbara Leonard and Dorothy one of Stockholm's leading news
Fischer, assistant electricians; papers.
Helen Wolber, properties'; CoraOf particular interest to Miss
lita Carlson, sound; Darlene Smith
Short in her comprehensive tour
and Betty Van Hooser, librarians. of the fjord country was the visit
The play will be directed by Deto the home of Edward Grieg,
Marcus Brown with Anthony Reid
"Troldhaugen" on the Hardanger
as technical director.
fjord near Bergen. In that vicin
The play will run December 4, ity, too, were examples of four
5, 6, 11, 12 and 14; curtain time is teenth century farm buildings and
8:30 p.m. PSA members should a famous wooden church of that
present their cards at the theatre century.
box office for the reserved seat
Upon their return to England
tickets which were included in
in mid-August Miss Short and her
the PSA Card price this year.
traveling companion, Mrs. Gra
ham Watts of San Jose, took de
f Thru Rain & Snow'
livery of a Hillman Minx car,
which they promptly dubbed
Rooter's Special
'Queenie." They drove up to Scot
land, enjoying the Loch country
Last weekend the College of and arriving in Edinburgh in time
the Pacific sponsored, amid the to attend about seventeen events
rain and cold weather, a rooters of the great Festival. She wrote
train to Fresno.
that the scope of the Festival was
The train left Stockton at 4 so enormous that one could not
P.M. Saturday afternoon and was begin to cover it completely.
loaded down with instruments,
There were events scheduled si
band members and rooters.
multaneously in many halls scat
The train was well chaperoned
tered over the city and there were
with two police escorts and the
great crowds at every concert. In
students
were
thereby
separated
Prior to World War II, Java
spite of the many foreigners who
accounted for 84 per cent of the from the quarterbackers.
came for the festival the crowds
total coffee production of Indo
Adding to the fun and excite of people seemed to be largely
nesia.
ment was a snackbar compart Scotch and English. Prices were
ment and a rumpus car.
reasonable, within reach of all
The train left Fresno at 12 P.M. despite
r
the austerity of their livwith band members, instruments,| ing, and the events were musicalfootball players and rooters, get ly and artistically noteworthy.
ting students back to school at
After the festival the two trav
2 a.m.
elers motored through the Lake
country of England and the
Shakespeare country before ar
riving in London for a short stay.
They shipped their car from Do
ver to France and made a most
Tom Kaney, ambitious gradu
interesting tour of Brittany visitate student, has finished his third
- fJ ,
...
, ,
- ing in areas unfrequented by the
^
a a+nd Plan- majority of tourists and staying
at farming small inns along the
C°df t °
6
Graduating with an AB from way
Santa Clara, Kaney attended COP
Of interest to music students
for post graduate work in 1950.
During the 1950 and 1951 foot- was a side triP Miss Short made
ball seasons Kaney was the mas-Ito the chapel of the Monks of
ter mind behind the stunts, al- j Solesmes where she heard a Mass
though he was practice teaching sunS hy the monks who have dediduring the 1951 season.
| cated themselves to the perfecThis season, with free time for tion of the stYle of the Gregorian
this activity much limited by chant. Miss Short writes that
home and professional commit experience is one of the highlights
of her journey so far, and re
ments, was Kaney's last.
His campus job entailed the minds interested readers that the
complete diagramming of the College owns an album of recstudent stunts on squared graph ords of Gregorian music sung by
monks of Solesmes.
paper, envisioning all the time the
outcome in cards and students.
Following an exciting ten days
The approving applause from in Paris the travelers were leav
the other side of the field during ing for Switzerland and from
half-time stunts, indicates the there they will go to Austria and
success of his efforts," says Harry Italy. After Christmas Miss Short
Fialer, assistant rally commis plans to return to England for
sioner.
several months of study. She
asks to be remembered to her
The fifth deepest producing oil many friends on campus and says
well in the United States is in that she will bring many obser
California's Wasco field, 15,004 vations of interest to her classes
feet, completed in 1938.
when she returns."

Card Stunt Director
Completes Final Year

We tried to write a poem rare.
Guess we did—
It raised our hair.
We want to praise the
Naranjado great,
Spent some time at any rate.
So let's forget our lofty aims,
Buy your books you guys
and dames!

Sierra Club Active In Virginia Short Sends Open Letter
Resource Preservation To Campus Telling of Travels

unanimous

MAKE DOWN PAYMENT NOW!
COP STUDENT BODY CARD PLUS $4.00
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Student Affairs Group
Holds Monthly Gab
Naranjado Now Selling Stunts, Bands Precede
Student Affairs Committee held
Sales 'til December 19 Marquette Game
considerable its semi-monthly meeting last

Former Weekly Reporter Writes
Japanese Best- Seller On College

What the American way of life means to a
number of Japanese citizens has been influenced by College of
the Pacific graduate Mariko Nitta, class of 1952.
Her "Saya No Tegami" is a recent "best seller" among Japanese
book publications. The title means "My Letters," and the book is
just that — a collection of her letters written as a Pacific under
graduate and without any idea in advance they would ever be
put into print for public reading. A publisher friend of her mother
saw their literary and documentary value.
Japanese literary critics call her work "sentimental," but have
praise for the directness of her#
impressions. Fortunately, most of
these are good. She has essential
ly enjoyed American campus life,
although her letters reflect also
time she felt misunderstood, ne
The Conservatory Orchestra un
glected, or homesick.
der the direction of Horace I.
Miss Nitta worked her way
Brown appeared in its first con
through college with some aid
cert of the semester on Tuesday,
from friends. Going to work in
November 18. The program for
American homes was a problem
the evening was as follows:
in adjustment for her because in
i
Japan the Nitta family had ser "Rosamnnde" Overture
(Magic Harp)
Schubert
vants to care for home labor.
II
Dances from
Her letters tell about American Polovetzian
Prince Igor
Borodin
kitchens and gadgets, American
III
No. 3 in F
—
Brahms
flowers, customs and peoples. Al Symphony
Allegro con brio
Andante
though she believed Americans
Poco Allegretto
were friendly, for a long time she
Allegro
Orchestra personnel for the fall
made no friends. "Then I made
friends. It is very dangerous to semester, performing in the con
decide upon a whole nation be cert were:
cause of one or two people. When VIOLIN
you become friends, differences
Marilyn Robinson (Concertare not important." Of college mistress), George Nagata, Gary
students she observed, "Ameri Strain, Marvin Ellenberg, Darlene
cans are more independent when Morse, Vincent Gomez, *Betty
they are young than we are."
Howard, Dale Tornell, Randall
A journalism major and a Hays, Lois Cogorno, Nancy Sad,
member of the Weekly staff in Loris Harding, Jim Taylor, Jean
the Fall of '51, the young writer Rankin, Alice Stukey.
is wryly amused that critics VIOLA
value her book most because it
Suzanne Farris, David Wayne,
was not intended to be one. But Nancy Sad.
she likes the experience, nonethe
less, and now is writing an "in CELLO
Gloria Peterson, .Joyce Milne,
tentional" one about her con
Suzanne Milligan, Valate Turtinuing American experiences.
katte, Leslie Hannaford, Mary
Kyle.

Orchestra Appeared
In First Concert

STUDENT TEACHERS
GET ASSIGNMENTS

BASS

John Chiapelone, Brooks Gib
bons, Carol Eichelberger, Wes
Buffum.

The second half of fall student FLUTE
teaching assignments has been
Caryl Mae Jones Scott, Phyllis
announced. Placements are as fol Chamberlain.
lows:
OBOE

George Peavy, Wayne Morrill.
Betty Eby 2nd, Virginia Pey CLARINET
John Rando, Charles Behrens,
ton 1st, Diane Strand 1st, Janice
Comstock 1st, Marjorie Williams Raymond Lippert.
Kindergarten, Barbara Baglini BASSOON
5th.
Faye Barnes, Sheila Gillen.
August School

HORN

Luther Burbank
Lottie Grunsky

TRUMPET

Barbara Dix 3rd.
Elmwood

Denise Davis, Kindergarten.
McKinley

Margaret Bobbitt 2nd.
Fair Oaks

Delia Schmaus 1st, lone Cun
ningham 2nd, Edna Mae Ward
1st, Margaret Nash, Kindergar
ten, Donna Scott 4th, Patricia
Green 6th.
Garfield

Josephine Espineda 4th, Lor
raine Budisclich 4th.
Victory

3rd,

William

Monroe

Mary Jane Donegan 1st.
Weber

Gayle Houseman 2nd-3rd, Bev
erly Mahon 4th, Sherlie Baysinger 1st
Woodrow Wilson

Joyce Helwig 2nd, Mary Eliza
beth Schuler 1st, Helen McLeod
3rd, Sue Billups 1st, Margaret
Delphy 6th.
Stockton High School

William Berck, Byron Abrew.
Franklin High School

S. F. Bahnsen

The Sales Campaign for the
Naranjado is now in progress. It
will run from Nov. 20 to Dec. 19,
and will be on sale from 10:00
to 2:00.
In compiling a survery of cam
pus opinions, it has been designa
ted that the price of the book
will be raised to $1.00, rather than
have the book cut down. So the
down payment for this year will
be $4.00 and the full price will be
$7.00. For Stockton College peo
ple and others who don't own
PSA cards, the down payment
will be $5.00 and the full price
will be $9.00.
The reason that these people
have to pay $2.00 extra is because
their privilege cards don't include
any of the price of the Naran
jado, as the PSA cards do.
We would like to urge everyone
to buy their Naranjado as soon
as possible.

Bunion Journeys To
Speech Conferences

Gox-Tiss Replace 'Swede' In Spec. Events

Cyrus Hickinbotham,
Woodworth, Cleve Scott.

The pre-game activities for the
Marquette game to be held in
Memorial Stadium on Saturday
afternoon of November 29, have
been announced by the athletic
activities department.
• Bruce Harlin, former Olympic
diving champion, and his squad
will perform a few stunts on the
trampoline, while the Stockton
College Colt band, which placed
first in the high school division of
the Homecoming parade, will
play background music. Bruce
Harlin is now coaching at the Se
quoia High School in Redwood
City. The stunts will be followed
by two or three comedy routines.
The half-time activities will be
taken by two bands, Stockton
College Colts who will represent
College of the Pacific for the
night and Turlock Municipal Boys'
Band who will represent Mar
quette at half-time.

Because Swede 'Warner, was department.
Not many of the students real
called into the army, Ted Tiss and
Dr. Howard Runion, Chairman Jim Cox were appointed as ize the work behind putting out
of the Speech Department is be new heads of the special events the schools athletic events
coming well-traveled of late. He
will be gone for two weeks, and
will attend two speech confer
ences.
First of all he will travel to
Detroit, Michigan where he will
participate in the 28th Annual
Convention of the American
Speech and Hearing Association.
The convention will take place
on November 20 to the 22. The
purpose of the convention is to
consider old and new research
done in Speech Correction and to
study the problems arising in
this field.
From there Dr. Runion will at
tend the Western Speech Associa
tion Convention on the 27 to the
29. This association covers the
eleven Western states, and Dr.
Runion will be one of the major
speakers at the convention. This
association deals not only with
speech correction but all phases
of speech work.
Those who have classes from
Dr. Runion are asked not to wor
IT WENT OUT WITH RACCOON COATS and on quality, comfortand casualness.
ry. Dr. Runion promises to be
Like this button-down Oxford
rumble seats. And we say good
back in time for classes on Mon
with just the proper roll to the
riddance.
day, December 1.
Today's college man doesn't die collar. Or this fine white piqu£ with

Joseph Axup, David TeSelle,
Douglas Lackey, *Betty Axup.

L. Inosanto 4th.

Miriam Seige
Stribley 6th.

Monday night in the senate room
of the PSA office.
The first topic under discus
sion was that of what to do about
lost student body cards and the
loaning
of
non-transferrable
cards. Considering the fact that
everyone does it, the committee
feels that students should realize
they must answer for this breach
of rules.
A group on the study of the
drinking problem decided to meet
every other week and discuss one
phase of the problem at a time
so that eventually all of the prob
lems will be ironed out com
pletely.
Also under discussion, was the
rally committee's plans for bas
ketball rallies. The last problem
that the committee discussed was
that of taking an opinion poll on
student sponsored dances.

George

PSA Plans Winler
Formal In December

Plans are in the making for
the annual PSA winter formal
Sam Kamilos, Gwenyth Hein, which will be held Friday, Decem
Thomas Auten, Dalton Dilling
ber 12, in the White Room of
ham.
the Hotel Stocton. Jim Cox, the
TYMPANI
general chairman, announced that
Helen Flaharty
the band will be Ted Herman's
PERCUSSION
and "Winter Fantasy" will be the
Patricia Seymour
theme of the decorations.

TROMBONE

Registrar Wants
Graduates' Names
All seniors of the January 1952
and June 1953 classes are re
quested to turn their applications
for graduation into the Registrar's
Office immediately.
So far, only half of the total
number of seniors have done so
and as a result the names on the
graduation list cannot be com
piled.
This lack of promptness has
further upset the yearbook staff,
for the Naranjado can't schedule
graduation pictures, nor plan the
graduation section in the yearbook
until it has the final listing of
graduate names.

Items For European
Orphans Collected

Last Friday evening Chi Rho
held a party which featured a
scavenger hunt for old clothes
and canned foods for the orphans
in Europe.
_ Some of the items collected:
toys, puzzles, books, men's suits,
coats and shoes. These articles
will be distributed through the
Church World Service.
Mary Lou Conrad was chair
man, Frances Clemens and Bettie
Bodley were in charge of the re
freshments, Dick VanSkike was
recreation chairman and Gwen
Comfort and Janie Bobbit were
in charge of the initiation of new
members.

a thousand deaths when the school
loses the big game. And his clothes
are no longer flashy, fancy and
gaudy.
For his apparel, he looks to
Manhattan® to reflect his quiet, selfassured manner... his insistence

an eyelet tab collar with just the
right degree of difference.
We understand the modern col
lege man. We concentrate our
efforts, not on fads, but on making
a better shirt. Ask for Manhattan
... and you'll see how true this is.

Shirts, neckwear, underwear,
pajamas, sportshirts,
beachwear and handkerchiefs
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facifitlRS'porta

Faculty All Stars Vs.
Intramural Champions

MARQUETTE GAME NEXT WEEK
Golden Raiders After Win

Tomorrow morning at 11:00 in
Baxter Stadium it's the touc'hThe COP Tigers, currently riding on a three-game winning
tackle tilt of the semester. The streak, will strive to make it four in a row next Saturday afterFaculty All-Stars will be playing noon, when they meet the Golden Raiders from Marquette.
the Intramural champs Omega
• Thus
had a
l i i u o far
i a i Marquette
i r i . a i 4 u c n . v has
Phi Alpha. The faculty boasts of
mediocre season: their losses we^e
a powerful team and are out to
to Wisconsin, 19-42; Miami, 20-6,
win, this being their first game
Holy Cross, 7-0 and Miami (Ohio
of the year. Omega Phi after a
22-21. On the bright side, they
very successful season will be
U. 21-0;
hot and hard to beat and both The first big shakeup in the have defeated Boston
and Arizona 37-7,
Detroit,
37-27;
teams have their spirits up for athletic set-up was officially an
the game.
As the Tigers lay idle this
nounced last week.
By WATTY
Prices for the game will be 25c Chris Kjeldsen, basketball coach weekend, Marquette will tangle
Led by COP's All-Coast Candidate Tom McCormick, the Bengal for students and 50c for towns
with the top team in the country
Tigers had a ball in Fresno last Saturday as they sloshed their people. Proceeds will be given to at the College for the past 12 Michigan State. Although this is
years was shifted over to the foot
way to a 50-0 win over the hapless Fresno State Bulldogs.
it
the .Pacific Ski Team
, ,,for their ball
—~ scene
pvws while
.."nc Van Sweet was good for national recognition, s
is
not
too
good
for
the
won-lQ.
oming season. Under the tutor- appointed head basketball coach,
NEW RECORD
ship of player-coach Wayne Har
column. Marquette is decided un
For the 7,000 faithful fans who din the faculty's squad consists LITTLE "ALL AMERICAN"
derdogs, and Michigan State wil
stayed for the contest (and got of Carl Voltmer, Eddie Betz, Van With Frosh Football coming to want to pour it on, as they wil
drenched), Tommy McCormick Sweet, "Joe Babe" McWilliams, the fore at Pacific, there was seen be pressured for top banana by
Jerry Kirsten, "Killer" Kris
the winner of the USC-UCLA con
put on an impressive first-half Kjeldsen, Tony Geremia, Norm a definite need for a coach with
an outstanding background and test, who are residing second anc
show. The Bengal Ghost romped Shade, Pat Ribeiro, Walt Knox, extensive football knowledge. It third on the ladder.
and stomped to a new record of "Doc" Cobb, Skipper Yee, Bill An- was Kjeldsen who first achieved,
Like COP, Marquette is not the
yards gained in one game by a ttila, Bud Watkins and Doc Colli- little all-American honors at Paci most winning team in the coun
fic as a guard.
COP-back. He gained 177 yards ver.
try, but they too, have played
Because of the scarcity of bas teams of top caliber. Take Wiscon
in 23 carries and four T.D.'s. Tom
doubtless could have doubled score. Mendonca's kick was ketball scholarships Chris has al sin, for example. Their only
ways had to build from scratch. losses are at the hands of UCLA
that figure had he been used in blocked.
His
outstanding team was in and Ohio State, currently in third
Big
Larry
French
set
up
num
the second half. But the 31-0 halftime score was the signal for Ti ber four when he intercepted an 1950-51, being the first Pacific place in Big Ten standings. Other
ger Coach Ernie Jorge to use other Bulldog aerial and waddled team to be invited to a national teams they have met, Holy Cross,
every reserve in the remainder of 24 yards to the Fresno 21. After tourney.
and Arizona, have 6-2 and 6-3 rec
moving to the two, Art Leibscher
the tilt.
ords respectively.
HANDSOME VAN
swept left end behind Jim FairINTERCEPTIONS GALORE
child and Phil Flock to score. Van Sweet played his college In this, their second meeting,
McCormick's
pass for the conver ball at Baylor College in Texas, Marquette will be gunning for
With five minutes gone in the
being named on the "All League the Tigers, who handed them a
first quarter, Al Dattola inter sion was no good.
team
his senior year. Van, while 39-27 lacing last season on the
cepted a Bulldog pass and the The fifth TD came when the
coach
at Stockton College, has Marquette home field. A win in
Tigers
went
32
yards
in
five
plays,
Pacifies were in business on their
been
named
the scourge of the the Tiger Lair would definitely
own 19. From there it took the with McCormick skirting end for
save face for Marquette.
Big
7
conference.
a
nine
yard
effort.
The
try
for
Jorge machine 14 plays to score.
McCormick booming over from the extra point fizzled. Thus the All Sweet's teams have always Casually glancing over both
the six. Ed Mendonca converted half ended 31-0. It was the same been impressive, since he has nev team's records, notice, please,
story in the second half; Quarter er had a team out of the first divi that either team is capable of,
for the seventh digit.
Dattola proved a fly in the back Jerry Streeter, who called sion, but it was his 1950 team that and frequently does run up big
ointment for Fresno all night. He an excellent game, sneaked over set school records winning nearly scores; so Memorial Stadium will
set
up the second Tiger tally from the one for the sixth TD. everything in sight, and also an not have to worry about offering
• Only $5 Down
when he pilferred another Bull McCormick's unsuccessful con invitation to the National Junior the fans some of that thrilling
College tournament in Hutchin football: these two teams are a
dog pass and slopped 21 yards to version made it 37-0.
• 6 Months to Pay
son,
Kansas. Sweet was also natural.
EVERYONE
IN
THE
ACT
the Fresno.- On the next play
Cecil Harp, a defensive end and named coach of the year in
* No Carrying Charge
McCormick waltzed over behind
Dick Batten's mqjderous key one of the most improved players Northern California in "50."
* Free Alterations
Sweet's teams usually employ
block. Mendonca's placement was on the squad, went into the full
a
calculating slow break style
back
spot
and
boomed
eight
yards
wide 13-0.
There was a meeting of all
for the Tiger touchdown — and with the emphasis on ball control.
MAC AGAIN
was he happy. It was his first Van brings interesting and ef managers for the Intramural Bas
ketball last Tuesday in the Gym.
Early in the second stanza, Tom score in two years at COP and fective basketball to the Pacific
gym.
It was decided that there
every
blocker
got
a
personal
hug
McCormick took a handoff and.
IB S
< ;On U
i iT
TH
w Cr Aa L
i Ii F
cO
oR
nNIA
battered his way 23 yards over from the elated husky. The try Here's wishing good luck to will be three leagues in com
both Coaches in their new fields. petition. The National League and
right guard for the third Bengal for the point failed.
American League competing, with
the winner of each league in a
CAMPUS
championship playoff for a tro
phy and individual belt buckles.
PREDICTIONS
There will also be a Coast
CAL vs. STANFORD
League, with no playoff. The Na
Eldon Kidd, Cal 21-7; Peter of tional League consists of the fol
Omega Phi, Cal 14-7; Jose Gon lowing teams: Archania (A),
zalez, Cal 28-14; Pop Lynch, COP Manor Hall, Anderson Y, Rhizo21-2; Sham Rose, Stanford 7-6; mia, Omega Phi (A), and Acacia.
UCLA vs. USC
The American League consists of
Ces Ciatti, USC 21-7; The Per the following teams: Archania
sian Rug, UCLA 50-7; Manny (B), Faculty, Omega Phi (B),
Borges, UCLA 21-0; Paul Cam North Hall, Football, and Tri-beta.
eron, USC 21-0.
In the Coast League the follow
ing teams will compete; North
Hall (B), Quonsets, Rhizomia
(B), Football, Omega Phi (C),
and Archania (C). Play will start
after Thanksgiving.

TIGER MURDERS SLUSH OH 50-0

Sweet - Kjeldsen
New COP Mentors

Fresno State No Match For Bengals

McCormick Steals The Show

Intramural Basketball

IT'S SNOWING!

Ski Repairing—

ALL TYPES OF EQUIPMENT
AND CLOTHING...
•BINDINGS
• WAXES• S K I S

PEN $5.00

DR. KNOX LEADS
CRA DISCUSSIONS

— HALMARK CARDS -

EASY TERMS

• P A R K A S

AVENUE SPORTS SHOP
2359 PACIFIC AVE.

Just imagine ...
both a genuine
Parker Pen and
matching pencil
in gift box at this
low price.

Catch those
Thanksgiving
Holidays
On Film!

PHONE 3-9315

BORELLI

JEWELERS

2047 Pacific Ave.

Phone 2-2443

CAR0A0ORNER
2034 Pacific Ave.

j

Last Tuesday afternoon at 4:30
in the Anderson Y, the CRA met
for the first of a series of dis
cussion groups on "Phases of
Campus Life." Dr. Walter Knox
led this first discussion on "The
Relationship of Moral and Spiri
tual Values to Athletics." The
second discussion is scheduled for
Tuesday, December 2, with a
speaker to be chosen from the
fields of Music, Drama or Field
Direction.

OMEGA PHI TAKES INTRAMURALS
Player of the Week
ALDATTOLA

Phoos Are Football Champs
BULLDOGS PLAGE 10 ON ALL STAR TEAM
Last Wednesday's tilt between
Rhizomia and Omega Phi offi
cially closed the 1952 Intramural
football season. The highly touted
contest failed to produce a high
scoring game as many observers
had been led to believe. This was
probably due both to the weather
and the absence of several star
players from each squad. The de
fense, as seems to be the custom
this year, proved to be the de
ciding factor as neither squad
scored but Rhizomia was de
clared a 1-0 winner in an over
time period. The loss was the
first of the year for the Bulldogs,
who nevertheless captured the In
tramural crown with a 7 wort', 1
loss record.

RHIZITES SECOND
Looking back over the highly
interesting season we find that
the teams were pretty well-bal
anced with several of the teams
developing rapidly towards the
end of the season. The Rhizites
were capable of handing any team
a loss as they did several times
in the season. The passing com
bination of Bill Lawton to Bill
Giles began to click towards the
end of the season and brought the
Rhizites into second place in the
league standings.

ARCHITES THIRD

Archania was another fast fin
isher in the conference, and prob
ably the most improved, upsetting
Rhizomia in the second round and
surprising everyone by finishing
third. The tailbacking of Ron
Nunn provided the spark for the
Archites and helped them to a
successful season.
The quonsets had tailback Lar
ry Alameda to throw at their foes,
while Tribeta had a good defense
sparked by John Cobb and John
Toffelmire to make any of the
other teams fight for their wins.

A member of Coach Jorge's de
fensive team was chosen as
"player of the week" for his ter
rific job of defending in last Sat
urday's game with Fresno. Ag
gressive, alert A1 Dattola who
has become one of the big reasons

PHOOS MAINLY DEFENSIVE
Probably the best all around
team in the conference was the
Omega Phi Bulldogs who had a
defense that allowed the opposing
teams only 7 points all season
while the offensive team ran up
a total of 102 points. The sound
blocking of Ray Rodolph and Don
Giles paved the way for the sharppassing combination of Dale Clip
per to Buzz Kahn, Lee Kaupke,
Gene Sosnick, and Bob Jones to
open the way to many Bulldog
Touchdowns.
The sports staff believes that
this has been an excellent season
from all viewpoints and we are
proud to put these men on the
"All Intramural Football Squad."

"ALL INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL"
OFFENSE
DEFENSE
Back D. Clipper, Omega Phi
Safety R. Rodolph, Omega Phi
Back B. Lawton, Rhizomia
Lineback B. Alameda, Quonsets
Back R. Nunn, Archania
Lineback B. Nelson, Omega Phi
Back D. Giles, Omega Phi
Halfback J. Sandman, Rhizomia
Tackle G. Beadleston, Rhizomia
Halfback B. Cobb, Tri-beta
Tackle B. Jones, Omega Phi
Tackle B. Bent, Archania
Center J. Cox, Omega Phi
Tackle B. Young, Omega Phi
End B. Giles, Rhizomia
End M. Bailey, Omega Phi
End E. Kahn, Omega Phi
End B. Hudson, Omega Phi
Coach-of-the-Year was awarded to Omega Phi's Manny Borges

RON'S
SPORT Q U I Z
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Pacific's pass defense is so im
proved, intercepted two passes
that set up the Tigers in scoring
territory and generally wrecked
havoc with the Bulldogs' pass
patterns. A1 combines his defen
sive ability so great with his de
ceptive running that an intercep
tion by Dattola practically means
a crowd pleasing runback.

Pacific Coast Football At A Glance
By GENE SOSNICK

The football eyes and ears of the nation will be turning to
the Pacific Coast tomorrow for the battle of the PCC crown and a
bid to the coveted Rose Bowl in Pasadena January 1. USC and
UCLA, both teams boasting undefeated records this season, will be
out to manhandle their cross town rivals before an estimated
crowd of 102,000 people. For the perennial Big Game in Northern
California with not so much importance lying on the outcome,
Coach Chuck Taylor's Indians will be trying to break the jinx Cali
fornia holds over them when Stanford invades Berkeley tomorrow.

LAST WEEK'S HIGHLIGHTS
Hats off to the University of Oregon as they scalped Stanford
20 to 21 in a surprising upset.
California broke their three game losing streak by downing
lowly Washington State.

College of Pacific threw mud all over Fresno State, to hand the
Bulldogs their second loss in seven starts before a rain drenched
crowd of 7,000.

USC and UCLA were idle last week preparing for the tussle of
the century tomorrow.
Idaho took Oregon State at Corvallis, Oregon under damp skies.
San Jose State clobbered Montana readying for their last con
test with cross city rival Santa Clara.
Utah handeij Santa Clara its fifth loss in seven games edging
the Broncos by 3 points.

TOMORROW'S THRILLERS
GAME OF THE YEAR ON COAST
The SC Trojans and the UCLA Bruins each have their nomina
tions for All American Honors. Heading the list for SC is offensive
tailback and defensive safetyman Jim Sears, Sears leads the Tro
jans in passing and running, and is always a threat on punt and
kickoff returns. For the Bruins is versatile Paul Cameron also at
offensive tailback. Cameron is dangerous on the ground and hits
his receivers with deadly accuracy. The Bruins say Cameron will
be the difference in the ball game. This crucial game looks to be
a tossup with the offensive advantage to UCLA and the defensive
advantage to USC.

McCormick Wins
Back of No. Calif.
Tom McCormick of College
of Pacific and Sam Morley of
Stanford were voted the out
standing back and lineman of
Northern California last Mon
day. They were honored by a
vote of the Northern California
Football Writers, who met at
the Press and Union League
Club. Each will receive a tro
phy from the S.F. Touchdown
Club when that body meets one
week from today at the Mar
ines Memorial Club in San
Francisco. The football writers
also recommended five players
for the annual Pop Warner
award which is presented each
year to the Pacific Coast's out
standing senior. The players
recommended were: Jim Sears
of USC, Donn Moomaw of
UCLA, Don Heinrich of the
University of Washington, El
mer Willhoite of USC, and
Pacific's Tom McCormick.

It's

Y OCTB rcs.
•£TYL£ JSTOR£ £OR*A/l£N*
320 E. MAIN ST.

for Sweaters

(ASHMERE
^ with a
new
ease of fit!

BIG GAME

Down at Berkeley, the Golden Bears have the edge on Stan
ford on the basis of last weeks play, however the loss of QB Billy
Mais to Cal will hurt them considerably. The Blue and Gold will
be one or two TD favorites when game time comes. Stanford will
1. What Pacific student played
be relying on Bob Mathias to do the packing and Gebert or Gar
for the Trojans in the Rose Bowl
rett if he is ready to do the slinging while Cal depends on the run
in 1945?
ning of Olszewski, Johnson, Powell and Larson, and the throwing
2. After the Marquette game,
are of Willsey. Look for plenty of scoring in this years Big Game.
he will fly to New York and ap
PREDICTION DEPARTMENT
pear in not less than two na
tional TV programs with several
UCLA OVER USC by 1
All-Americans. WHOEE?
CALIFORNIA OVER STANFORD by 7
3. What former first string
OREGON OVER OREGON STATE by 1
varsity end for U. of Nebraska
FRESNO STATE OVER S.F. STATE by 6.
is now in attendance at COP?
4. Half-time Hadacol is credited
with giving who the strength to
carry on for ole College of Path
etic last Saturday?
1. Norm Shade
B e t t e r H a v e Your
2. Pacific's own Dick Batten
JERRY STREETER College of
3. Bill Giles
Ski C l o t h e s
Pacific's punting ace and quarter
4. Due to a lack of space, all
back poured it on last week at insundry names cannot be given.
M a d e W a t e r Repellent

OOPS!

mt

Fresno to lead the Tigers to a
decisive 50-0 victory. Although
Jerry had to punt only once his WRA Basketball
signal calling and passing ex Intramural Begins
celled. Jerry also plays baseball
WRA basketball has officially
and basketball and is a mean man started with South Hall, West
with a ping pong paddle.
Hall, Epsilon Lambda Sigma, Al
Let's everyone get out to Bax
ter Stadium tomorrow morning
to see the perennial classic of the
year, when the I n t r a m u r a l
Champs play the Faculty All
Stars, in what promises to be a
real hard fought football game.
The Faculty boasts many former
grid stars. Omega Phi has al
lowed but one TD scored against
them all year. The proceeds will
go to this years ski team.

pha Theta Tau, Mu Zeta Rho,
Tau Kappa Kappa, and Zeta Phi
sending out teams.
Last Monday night South Hall
defeated West Hall 23-16. Bar
bara Stanley was the high scorer
for West Hall, and Donna Betz
was high scorer for South Hall.
Tau Kappa forfeited to Alpha
Thete.
The next teams to meet will be
South Hall vs. Tau Kappa Kappa,
and Epsilon vs. Mu Zete.

College Gleaners
2314 Pacific Ave.

Ph. 2-7774

. . . S C H O O L SUPPLIES . . .
. . . NOVELTIES . . .

PACIFIC 5 & 10
3224 Pacific Ave.

Phone 3-9966

New action-ease

bi-angle armhole and
drape shoulder

no.517 c s2250
See our complete line
COAT STYLES - SLIP-ON
SLEEVELESS - VEST STYLES

$5oo to $22m

SHOW 'EM FIRST YOST

T H E T O Y BOX
— EVERYTHING IN TOYS —
3220 Pacific Ave.

Phone 4-7170
Stockton — Tracy — San Andreas

Joint Y Hears
Marriage Panel
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SOCIETY

Christmas Carols Anil
Program December 14

The joint Men's and Women's
"Y" met last Wednesday evening
The second annual CRA Chii
to participate in a panel discus mas caroling and theatre progfH
sion on the subject, "Marriage will be held December 14. OW
and the Draft." Members of the the highlights of last
ye9i
panel were Mr. and Mrs. Bill Christmas program, the evenii
Cunningham, Mrs. Irving Gole- caroling through the campus \
man, Dean Edward Betz and Don be held. Again as last year, Pr<
Social Calendar
Jessup, moderator.
ents from each of the livij
TONIGHT, November 21 —
This activity was planned by groups will be placed under t]
South Hall Party for North Hall 7-12
the Personal Faith and Adjust campus Christmas tree.
SATURDAY, November 22 —
The theatre program featurii
ment Commission with Don Cun
Omega Phi Pledge Dance
ningham and Elaine Goodale act a Christmas theme, will be be
Zeta Phi Pledge Dance
in the Conservatory.
ing as co-chairmen.
Rhizomia Dance
Chairman for the all-earn p
Future plans were made for the
MONDAY, November 24 —
pre-Asilomar meeting to be held event is Bobbie Andress, wh.o i
Mu Phi Epsilon Pledging
at 8:00 Monday evening in Dr. vites everyone to participate.
TUESDAY, November 25 —
Burn's home.
Second Faculty Conservatory Recital
The meeting of the Joint Cab Rhizites Planning'
Thiele-Baun Betroth
THURSDAY, November 27 —
inet will be held as usual next
Costume Dance
Thanksgiving Vacation
Told at Epsilon
Wednesday at 7:30 P.M. in the An
derson Y. There will be no more
SATURDAY, November 29 —
Rhizomia will hold their annii
The engagement of
Miss Women's Y meetings until De costume Hell Dance tomorrr
C.O.P. vs. Marquette (here)
Dolores Thiele to Mr. Walter Baun cember 8.
night from 9 to 12, the theme
was made known to Epsilon on
which will be Saints and Sirmei
November 12. The betrothal was
Jerry Pickering, general cha:
revealed through a poem telling Western Theme For
man of the dance, will be a.id<
Z.eta Phi Will Honor DORM SOCIAL
that the news was to be found on Phoos' Pledge Dance by Ron Leineke, co-chairmai
miniature scrolls placed in favors
HELD TONIGHT
Pledges At Formal
Rocco Constanza, Harland Bern •
The Omega Phi Alpha pledge
at each place at dinner.
A1 Dattola, Bill Giles, decoration
The boys will invade South Hall
Zeta Phi will honor its pledges
Miss Thiele, daughter of Mr. dance will be held tonight, Friday, Bob Jones, Phil Flock, and All
Nov.
21,
9:00
until
12:45.
at their fall pledge formal to be this Friday night, November 21 and Mrs. Arthur Thiele of Fres
Wolff, refreshments; George AI
It is a costume dance with a scone and Bill Lawton, clean-uj
no, is a senior at COP where she
held at the Betty Hackett Dance
from 8:30 to 11:30.
is majoring in art. She is secre western theme and the setting is and bids will be taken care of b
Studio, November 22, from 9 to
12.
Don't be alarmed it's only the tary of the senior class. Epsilon an old western town. Chaperones the pledges.
are Dr. and Mrs. O'Brien, and
Lambda Sigma is her sorority.
The Qhaperones will be Jerr
Pat Greene, the General Chair annual North-South Hall Social.
Mrs. Moore, the housemother.
Mr.
Baun,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs
Kirsten and Carrol Doty.
man, has chosen her committee
The dress will be campus wear Ted Baun of Fresno, is a senior
Don Barkett is the head of the
heads as follows: Barbara Fortna
and Jeannette Olson, decorations; and there will be dancing, enter at Pacific; engineering is his ma decorations committee; Bud Hurst
Dr. Farley Speaks
Colleen Stanky and Coralita Carl tainment, games, and food galore jor. He is on the water polo team the setting; George Pope the re
and is affiliated with Omega Phi freshments; Eldon Kid general At South Hall
son, refreshments; Faye Barnes,
Mr. and Mrs. Will Clough will Alpha fraternity.
chairman; and Dick Lafferty mu
Last Wednesday, November 1
and Ginger Runkle, bids; Betty
Kingstonour, chaperones; Leslie be the chaperones for the occa The wedding date has been set sic. Other pledges are George the girls of South Hall gatherc
Hannaford, band; and the pledges sion. Edna Ward and Oski Stew for January 25 at the First Metho Ingelbrecht, Milt Adair, Ardie in the lobby of their living grou
have the honor of doing the clean art, co-chairman have planned a dist Church in Fresno. The young Hossenia, Bob Wall, Joe Leonard, for a house discussion on the gei
up work.
eral topic of religion. Dr. Fre
couple will continue studies at and Jerry Smith.
gala evening with fun for all.
COP.
Farley, Professor of Ancier
Languages and Dean of Grade
ate Studies here at Pacific, le<
Faculty Holds
the discussion. The talk began a
9:00 and lasted about an hou:
Educational Meet
Invest Your Money
the girls asking question
College of the Pacific played with ..
Dr. Walter Gore, Mrs. Marian
discussing. The
The discussio
discussio:
host to debaters from several and discussing.
Pease, Dr. Wilfred Potter, Dr.
rnllo^ re was Planned at the request of th
Northern
California
colleges
Where It Will Draw Interest
Marc Jantzen and Mr. Charles
girls as a result of the success o
cently.
Hamilton attended a California
the panel discussion held on Rel:
The attraction for our visitors gious Emphasis Week.
Council on Teacher Education at
In Your Figure—
Yosemite last Thursday, Friday was a panel discussion held here,
composed of leading psycholo
and Saturday.
gists, educators, and business rep COP ALUM BEGINS
Mr.
Hamilton
was
chosen
to
be
WOW!
chairman of the State Committee resentatives prominent in the field PO.-SCI. RESEARCH
on Student Teacher Education of fair employment practices.
Marshall Windmiller, graduat
Since this is the current college
Programs.
debate topic, it was quite a draw from the College of the Pacifi
ing card.
class of '48, is now studying th
The entire morning was devoted ancient Telegu language at th
1 8 5 1 P A C I F I C A V E N U E
i
to this panel, and a questioning University of Pennsylvania i:
period followed in which the de preparation for a year of politics
science research in India.
— FOR APPOINTMENTS PHONE 2-8948 —
A district meeting will be held baters could ask questions and
Windmiller's unusual enterpris
express
their
views.
After
lunch,
by Mu Phi Epsilon, Women's Mu
rides
on a two-year Ford Founds
sic Honorary, in Stockton tomor practice debate rounds were set
tion
grant.
Mrs. Windmiller, th
row, Saturday, November 22 up and the various schools clashed
with each other testing their ca former Virginia Smith of Stock
ses. This practice session provided ton, who married the globe-troi
COP debaters with experience to ting Pacific alumnus in Paris h
prepare themselves for the forth 1949, will accompany him on thes<
further far-flung adventures.
coming tournament debates.
After his graduation from COP
The following is a list of the Windmiller studied at the Sor
schools that participated: Santa bonne under a Rotary Interna
Clara, St. Mary's, University of tional fellowship.
California, Chico State, San Jose
Since his return to this coun
State, University of San Fran try, Windmiller has often pre
you'll love to touch —
cisco, San Francisco City College, sented his motion picture illus
Stockton
College, and COP.
imported especially for you
trated lectures for the University
Participating in the panel were of California extension series, Ro
professor Shaw of the Institute tary Clubs, and the World Affairs
not available for SO long
of Industrial Relations, San Jose; Council of which he is an active
professor Eckart of the Depart member. He also has been em
ment of Economics, San Jose; ployed by the Federal Bureau of
N O W ! e x c l u s i v e l y a It
professor Dettering, head of the Reclamation, and Parrot Co., San
Council of Civil Liberties at San Francisco food brokers.
Francisco City College, modera
In the summer of 1953 they will
tor; Leonard Krovonos, executive take ship on a 53-day voyage
secretary of the Jewish Civic which will end at Madras where
3232 Pacific Avenue
Center; R. W. Parber, personnel Marshall begins his studies of
(across from COP)
all colors — luscious
manager of the Pacific Gas and Indian government and politics.
Electric Company.
He will be especially concerned
19.95 to 24.95
with the establishing of political
During his term as preident, subdivisions on language and cul
John Tyler vetoed a total of ten tural bases, rather than geograph
bills.
ical demarcations.

Practice Debate Meet
Held At Pacific

Music Honorary To
Sold Meeting Here

Cashmere's

British Jaegers

Forum Arts

Foreign Student
Outlines Busy
Education Plans

November 25 —
Conservatory Recital
Chapel
December 2 —
Conservatory Recital
December 4 —
President's Convocation
Pacific Theatre

By SHIRLEY DYKE

Benjamin Francis, a resident of
Bombay, India, was our COP
foreign student of the week on
the recent "International Conver
sation" aired over KCVN.
Mr. Francis, who has been in
the United States for one year
and four months, has attended
COP since last February. Prior
to coming to Pacific, he attended
the Pacific School of Religion in
Berkeley. For some time Mt.
Francis attended both schools
spending Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday at Pacific and then
traveling to PSR for classes on
Thursday and Friday.
Before coming to the United
States, Mr. Francis was a minister
in Bombay for nine years. He at
tended the Leonard Theological
College and graduated with hon
ors in theology. Mr. Francis was
chosen from many applicants to
come to the United States to ob
tain his master's in Religious Edu
cation by the Methodist Student
Fund organization. He plans to
return to his wife and four child
ren in Bombay upon completion
of his studies.
Mr. Francis describes the city
of Bombay as being very much
like San Francisco. Bombay is a
modern city with a population of
one and one-half million people.
The caste system is completely
null in Bombay, but in smaller
cities and villages it is still car
ried on.
The general living standards in
Bombay are low compared to
those here in America, and Mr.
Frar, ns reports that approxi
mately 30% of the people live
just because they have to.
India, the second largest coun
try in the world, has 262 people
per square mile. Agriculture is
the major business, and between
70% and 80% of the people work
on farms.

Credential Candidates
Must See Committee

FORUM ARTS CHANGE
The third Faculty Recital, cred
ited for Forum Arts and sched
uled for December 2 will not be
presented until January 13.

PHILOSOPHY CLUB IS
OPEN FOR DISCUSSION

J acinto-F airchild
Betrothal Told

Any student who wants to do
some non-academic philosophiz
ing is invited to inquire about the
Pacific Philosophy Club from
Professor W. D. Nietmann, Ban
nister 207 or call 4-2686.

Last night at Mu Zeta Rho, a
football wrapped as a gift and
CSTA Meeting
bearing the names "Betty and
Jim" served as the means for Features Discussion
announcing the engagement of
Last Wednesday night C.S.T.A.,
Betty Jacinto to Jim Fairchild.
California Student Teacher Asso
Betty, who is the daughter of ciation, held a meeting in Ander
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jacinto of son "Y" at 8:00 o'clock. A panel
discussion was given with Mr.
Alvarado, is a junior at COP ma
Roger Walton, Franklin High
joring in physical education. She School principal, acting as moder
Is active in the Women's Recrea ator. The panel consisted of first
tion Association, the COP debate year teachers, all graduates of
team, the PE major's club, and Pacific.
On the panel were Mrs. Beth
the Newman Club. Serving last
Potter, Monroe Elementary
year as the president of the Soph School, Mr. Jerry Abatangle, Oak
omore Women's Honorary, she is View School, a rural school in
now treasurer of junior class. She Lodi; Mr. Dale Keyser, P. E. de
is secretary of Mu Zeta Rho.
partment of Lodi High School;
Jim, the son of Mrs. Edna Hale Miss Georgia Sievers, Stockton
of Los Angeles, passed cigars at' College, and. Mr. Stanley Sandefootball practice yesterday to tell lius, Victory Elementary School
the news to his teammates. He is in Stockton. The meeting was
a senior PE major at Pacific. A comprised of discussion and ques
member of the Block "P" and the tions by the members and the
PE major's club, he has played panel. The discussion was fol
his four eligible years on Stock lowed by refreshments.
ton College and COP football
teams. In 1949 he was named
Mustang outstanding player of
the year.
The couple plans a June wed
ding in the Church of the Annun
ciation in Stockton. Betty will re
turn to school in Fall '53 to com
plete her education.
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Tuesday Chapel

Jewish Students Will
Hold Lunch Meeting

A special Thanksgiving pro
gram will be given this Tuesday
The Jewish students of College
in Chapel.
of Pacific will hold their second
It is to be written and given by meeting of the year, Tuesday,
the students. The A Cappella November 25.
Choir will sing, and Mr. Allen
For the convenience of all, it
Bacon will play the organ.
will be held in the Anderson "Y"
dining room at noon-time. All
College Sunday
Jewish students are invited to at
tend, with or without lunches, for
Planned By Church an
informal discussion with Rab
The Church of Saint Anne( Epi bi William Sajowitz.
scopal), 1020 Lincoln Road in Lin
coln Village, will observe College
Sunday, November 23 at 11 a.m. Honorary Radio Frat
Episcopal faculty and students
from the College of the Pacific Party Tonight
and Stockton College will parti AEP SOCIAL
cipate in the service. The Rever
Alpha Epsilon Rho, national
end C. T. Abbott, Jr., Episcopal
Chaplain to college students, will honorary radio fraternity, will
preach on the topic, "The Christ have a party tonight for members
and their guests.
ian Faith and the Colleges."
Students participating include:
Peter Gibson, Verna Broley, Bill
Howard, George Carpenter, Bill
Ghormley, Helen Germain, and
Carolee Cutting.

Beginning at 8:00 with bowling
at the El Dorado Bowl, the group
will progress on to the home of
Mr. and Mrs. John Crabbe for
refreshments and dancing till 12.

C A L V I N ' S

MIRACLE MUSIC
Offers You-

50°/

O

2363 PACIFIC AVE.

OFF ON
CLASSICAL 45 RPM ALBUMS

WITH A COPY OF THIS AD

Don't Hesitate - Don't Delay
GaluUtX Misiaclz MuMc
Y

It can happen
to YOU...

All Elementary Credential Can
didates who have not met with
the Credential Committee should
do so before the end of this
semester. The last opportunity
will be on Wednesday, December
Delegates from Pacific for the
3. This is especially important
for students who plan to practice national Maid of Cotton contest
teach next semester. Appoint are now being chosen by the men's
ments may be made in the educa living groups on campus.
tion office in Owen Hall.
This is a contest sponsored an
nually by the Cotton Producers of
America. Several colleges in each
of the twenty cotton producing
states are allowed to send dele
gates to the state contest; the fi
The Second Faculty Recital of nalist from this judging goes on
the year, featuring Allan Bacon, to compete in the nationals.
i
organist, will be presented Tues
The COP contest is being or
day, November 25 at 8:15. Paci ganized by Hal Ball. The three
fic's Conservatory is celebrating girls who are chosen from each
its 75th anniversary this year.
men's living group will be judged
The program follows:
by a committee from the Port of
I
Stockton which is sponsoring the
Toccata and Fugue in D Minor
Bach
Trio Sonata No. I in E Flat
Barch local contest. Three winners and
Adagio
one alternate will then be sent to
Allegro
All Glory, Laud and Honor
Bach the state contests in Fresno on
The Walk to Jerusalem
Bach
Fugue in D Minor, on the Credo
Bach December 6.
In order to be a contestant a
U
Elegy:
Van Denman Thompson
girl must be at least ninteen years
To An American Soldier
Grand Chorus in D Major
Guilmant old and five feet five inches tall
Future Conservatory programs and must have been born in a
have been announced. On Tues cotton producing state. Judging
day, December 9, 8:15 a Recital will be based on beauty, personal
will be given by Mu Phi Epsilon, ity and modeling ability.
M A I N
A T C A L I F O R N I A
National Music Sorority. Sunday,
The national winner will be
December 14, 3:00 "The Messiah" given a tour of Europe to model
directed by J. Russell Bodley, will an all-cotton wardrobe and the
be presented at Stockton High California winner will go on a
School Auditorium.
tour of the western states.
j VVVWVWYi^^W.WJW.^WV.YVY.'MV.YJYAY.V.'iAVA^YAV.WWAWrWiW

COP Men Select
Maid of Cotton

Second Faculty Recital;
Allan Bacon Featured

. . .if you buy

gifts at...

JEWELERS

I

Dm

Later Hours For Women
Students Considered
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Editorial
Hungry Tigers
It seems that there is no department or campus insti
tution at Pacific that at one time or another doesn't come
under the scrutiny of the students' watchful and ever critical
eyes. Currently running the gauntlet of lambastes, if you'll
pardon the metaphor, is the organization known as the
Dining Hall.
For the most part the complaints seem to follow no
consistent line, with such comment as, "too little food,"
"too much starch," and "not enough potatoes," being fairly
prominent. The Weekly is being rather soft spoken in the
matter, with no positive suggestions, but still recognizing
the fact that where there is smoke there usually is fire.
We might offer a caution to those students who perhaps
are unfair with their criticism by not recognizing the prob
lems involved in feeding three hundred hungry students.
But we would also suggest that those persons in charge of
the dining hall should be ever aware of the opinions, and
appetites, of their customers.

Student Comment Asked
On Marriage Class
By PETE SCNEIDER

1•
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by Dick Bifelfo

Good news! A recommendation
is being considered by the Execu
tive Committee to grant girls la
ter hours. This was started by
the Senate's suggestion that
girls be given four o'clock hours.
As the recommendation now
Jack Francis, Business Manager stands freshman would get four
two o'clocks, sophomores would
Jose Gonzalez get six, and juniors would get
Coralita Carlson
.
Huberta Williams eight and seniors would get ten.

Sue Thomson, Editor

II

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

How in our contemporary so
ciety can we retain one of the
strongest and most influential or
ganizations — the family — on
the high level that it must remain.
In answer to this question the
students of this college will be
given an opportunity to take part
in a survey conducted by the class
in sociological surveys. Within
the next week many of us will be
asked to answer such questions
as: Do you feel that COP should
include within its curriculum, a
class on preparation for marriage.
We will also be asked questions
on specific areas of education
that should be included within
the course, such as: What should
the ideal husband bring to mar
riage and the ideal wife. There
will also be questions pertaining
to the problems of finance and
baby care.
In the light of present divorce
statistics, educational institutions
are asking themselves if they may
in part hold the answer to the
correction of this problem. In a
society that requires of its col
lege graduates leadership that is
strong and understanding, it be
hooves COP to find a way and to
carry its torch of learning and
knowledge on the frontier of all
new learning.

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:
From time to time the activi
ties of students are such that per
sons come into the limelight and
get well deserved commendation
for their efforts. No students
are more worthy of that com
mendation than our cheer leaders,
song leaders, and for that mat
ter, the few students who stuck
it out at the Fresno game last
week.
From the start of the game un
til the sound of the final gun
the cheer leaders were out in
front, soaking wet and shivering,
but leading yells with a ferver
that hasn't been surpassed this
season. And invariably, with the
first beat of every band number,
the song leaders were doing their
stuff in a mire of mud.
The band itself made a singular
impression when it marched
through its intricate maneuvers,
putting on its usual fine show, in
something less than ideal condi
tions — namely, one foot of water
and two feet of mud.
For the small but enthusiastic
rooters who stuck it out through
wind and rain, as well as those
students mentioned above, it can
only be said that the fine impres
sion of Pacific that was given to
the people of Fresno, and the per
sonal satisfaction that goes with
it, must be the only reward.
Sincerely,
GEOFF THOMAS

JACQUARD T SHIRTS
Heavyweight
Designed for Winterwear

Reg. 2.50 - - - NOW 2.00

---

Sir:
I have just read last week's
editorial and I'm mad! You said,
"Only a small percentage of those
people who willingly volunteered
actually felt obligated enough to
present themselves at the gymna
sium, even though they each re
ceived a personal appointment
card."
I was not approached, so I did
not volunteer; but I received such
a card. I'd given blood recently
so couldn't again, but I resent
being told that I've volunteered.
Perhaps if people were ASKED
to volunteer, you might get bet
ter results. If you're going to
try to force people, they're going
to rebel. Especially Americans.
A 5 pint donor (so far),
DONNA RACINE
South Hall

"First let me say that I appreciate the fact
that most of you manage to make this 8 o'clock class.'

show Fresno how things are real Gwen Beacom, Irene Franzoia,
ly done.
Diane Johnson, Claudia Borellc
Yours very truly,
Colleen Stankey, Judy Cook, Bev
Because of your connection
Lloyd, Adrienne Knoles, and JeEDWARD
S.
BETZ
with a campus publication, I won
Dean of Men
nean Frane.
der if you may be in a position to
To the Sophomore Women's
supply me with some information
Dear Sue:
Honorary: Ctes Smith, Marcia
that I am seeking.
Since it is impossible to thank Keil, Lillian Wilson, Ginger Run
I am interested in writing, and
I am endeavoring to gather some with a personal letter, each and kle, Nadine Reasoner, Barbara
information on an unusual and every one of the students who Fortna, Faye Barnes, Donna
little chronicled phase of college worked so steadily on the Rally Betz, Marion Gerke, Gwen Com
life — the practice of freshmen Committee, game activities and fort, Eloise Haldeman, Leslie
and fraternity hazing as it exists the students who pitched in and Hannaford, Huberta Williams,
or did exist at various schools. As helped when needed, we'd like to Pauline Conadera, and Jeannette
quite a few schools are institut express our appreciation by an Olson.
And to muscle men Jack Fran
ing reforms in this direction, I open letter.
"THANKS" to the card stunt cis, Bob Hardman, and Gene Ronfeel that the subject would make
an interesting and timely article. committee: Barbara Crawford, ten; and rope men Cliff Whelden
As it is a subject which from Pat Lamb, Joyce Lopez, Chris de and Irv Wittmayer. And to you
time to time has caused quite a Sarro, Shirley Brothers, Barbara students in the rooting section.. .
You've done a wonderful job.
bit of controversy, it seems to be Stanley, Dee Russell, Pat Monk,
Sincerely,
rather difficult to obtain definite Maggie Meyer, Carmelita Castro,
HARRY FIALER
information on the various prac Gay Hanson, Marilyn McClure,
tices that did exist and the re
forms, if any, that followed.
If you would advise me the
status of the practice at the Col
lege of the Pacific, it would be
much appreciated.
Yours very truly,
NOW THRU SATURDAY
Dear Sir:

JOHN D. DENNEY, Jr.
30 South Second St.
Columbia, Pennsylvania

GARY COOPERthe man with a gun

"SPRINGFIELD RIFLE"
— A L S O —

Ed Note: Here is a chance for KAY MIDDLETON
some frat man, well-versed in MURIEL LAWRENCE
the delicate art of torture to put
his skill to use. Might even com
pile enuff for a term paper.

"I DREAM OF JEANIE"
Starts Sunday

HIS FIRST MODERN
MUSIC-COMEDY ROLE!

Dear Sue:
Each year there are students
who raise the question "what is
wrong with the College of the
Pacific spirit." If those people
had been at the Fresno game last
Saturday night they would have
seen the answer which is NOTH
ING.
The tremendous display of real
spirit by the band, the cheer lead
ers and the rooting section which
actually seemed to out number
the Fresno section, was heart
warming to the Pacific faithful.

w,smvwm
Next Wednesday Thru Saturday

Congratulations to each student
who braved a real downpour to

CHRISTMAS CARDS
SWEATERS

•

CERAMICS

•

JUVENILE SHIRTS

JACKETS
•

•

GLASSWARE

PENNANTS

•

TOMMY TIGERS

MAKE US YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFT .HEADQUARTERS

